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Abstract

LETICIA NIGRO MAZON: The Party in Disservice: An Ethnographic Look at the Walter Dalton for North Carolina Governor Campaign’s Relationship with the Democratic Party (Under the direction of Daniel Kreiss)

This study investigates the ways in which the Walter Dalton campaign interacted with the Democratic Party during the 2012 North Carolina gubernatorial election. The evidence gathered through field observations, limited participant-observation, and open-ended interviews reveals the candidate-party relationship to be quite complex. I provide an analysis of the relations between the Dalton campaign and the various actors within the Democratic Party, and the effects of these interactions on diverse areas of campaign communication. I contend that the contemporary party-candidate relationship is more nuanced than Aldrich (1995) suggests in his approach to the study of parties in American politics, specifically his notion of the role of parties as being “in service” to candidates.
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Introduction

One of the most well-received authors on the study of political parties in America, John Aldrich (1995), argues that the main role of political parties is not only to structure elections by providing informational cues to voters, but also to be valuable to their candidates. Aldrich divides the party conceptually into the ‘party-in-elections,’ ‘the party-in-government,’ and the ‘party-as-organization,’ which are mutually reinforcing in support of the common interests of politicians. Aldrich argues that contemporary parties are “in service” to candidates playing, among other functions, the role of mobilizing both the electorate and resources to enable its affiliated candidates to capture office.

Although very influential, Aldrich’s (1995) theory provides little empirical data about the relationship between candidates and parties. Through an ethnographic study, I present the case of the Walter Dalton campaign for governor of North Carolina and its relationship with the Democratic Party. As I show, the idea of “the party in service” does not always hold up in practice.

The Dalton campaign started the 2012 general election with very few resources after organizing a last-minute primary campaign when incumbent governor Bev Perdue opted not to run for re-election. Dalton, the lieutenant governor, decided to run despite having less time to organize and fundraise for the upcoming election than his Republican counterpart, former Charlotte mayor Pat McCrory. Therefore, the Dalton campaign had a number of challenges to tackle, among them the lack of resources throughout the race and the disarray of the North Carolina Democratic Party, which was in shambles after an internal accusation of sexual
harassment shook its structure in the beginning of 2012. This, in addition to the unpopularity of the incumbent governor and scandals involving fellow Democrats, set the stage in a way that was highly unfavorable for Dalton. He eventually won the primary race, but ran in the general election against McCrory, and ultimately lost to his Republican opponent.

The data and analysis presented throughout this study will show that, while the Democratic Party did provide both infrastructural and financial resources to the Dalton campaign, the scandals inside the Party were harmful to the campaign’s communications efforts. Dalton tried to distance himself from both the North Carolina Democratic Party (NCDP) and Perdue, though very tactfully and without portraying the latter as a faulty governor. On the other hand, the campaign endeavored to systematically link Dalton to President Obama, whose re-election campaign mounted an extensive effort in North Carolina. Furthermore, the study shows how the party, its affiliated organizations such as the Democratic Governors Association (DGA), and fellow Democratic candidates’ campaigns, such as Obama for America (OFA), were not always willing to support the Dalton campaign. Their assistance was highly dependent on their own interests, which suggests that while candidates have become more autonomous (Nielsen, 2012), the party may be more in-service to some candidates than others. Certain politicians, such as presidential candidates, hold a great deal of power within the party while others occupy secondary positions. The “service” the party provides to each candidate is dependent on the place each of them occupies inside this hierarchy.

As I argue, in the case of the Dalton campaign the candidate’s party presented itself both as a liability and an asset. This observation leads to me to contend that the contemporary
role of American political parties as they relate to individual candidate campaigns is more complex and nuanced than Aldrich (1995) acknowledged.

The relationship between candidates and parties has important implications for political communication. Political communication scholars typically discuss how campaigns approach things like earned media (news coverage), advertising, new media, and field campaigns. However, they have frequently overlooked in what ways a campaign’s relationship with the party influences these communication efforts. I show that the relationship between Dalton and the party, and the roles the party played in this election, as well as those it did not, had a profound impact on how the campaign’s communications as a whole were shaped. Messaging, new media, and field strategies were often developed either with limited assistance from the party or by trying to distance Dalton from the reputation problems of the state party and former governor Perdue. The Dalton campaign’s lack of financial and human resources, for instance, led it to depend heavily on the Obama campaign to contact voters directly. On the other hand, not wanting to use the help of the North Carolina Democratic Party (NCDP) to attack McCrory, the Dalton campaign had to communicate critical messages to the press directly and faced accusations of running an overly negative campaign. Finally, the campaign’s desire to separate itself publicly from the NCDP led to the staffers not being able to enter the party’s payroll after the primary election, as traditionally had been the case during gubernatorial campaigns in the state. Having to support these salaries put another financial burden on the campaign, which needed to keep the staff to a minimum and did not have funds to hire a new media team, for instance.

I draw these conclusions from an ethnographic analysis of the Dalton campaign for Governor of North Carolina from August 2012 through election day on November 6th. I
collected the data for this study through field observations, limited participant-observation, and open-ended interviews with key staffers. This amounted to more than 100 hours of field observation recording the daily developments and internal strategizing of the Dalton campaign. The interviews, conducted after the election, provided insight into how staffers thought about the strategies they forged and how they understood the race. This study joins a recent body of literature that uses ethnography and other qualitative methods to study democratic processes (Nielsen, 2012; Kreiss, 2009, 2012).

This study will begin by providing background information on North Carolina politics more broadly and the 2012 gubernatorial race specifically. A review of the literature on parties and political communication follows to provide the theoretical framework on which this study is founded and to which it will contribute. It provides a summary of major theories on the role of parties in American politics, focusing in particular on Aldrich’s (1995) notion of the “party in service” to candidates as well as contemporary criticism of it. A section on methods will then detail recent ethnographic studies of political communication and detail how I conducted this investigation of the Dalton campaign. Finally, I will present the evidence and formulate an analysis of the case in light of the literature.

**North Carolina Politics and the Dalton Campaign for Governor**

North Carolina is as a political paradox. It is a state shaped by both fundamentalist churches and great universities. As a result, though conservatism and even old attitudes toward race still reverberate in the state, a progressive streak sets it apart from the rest of the south. According to Christensen (2010), the state’s voters are willing to elect liberals who they think will look after the average man. Strains of business progressivism, conservatism,
and populism have often coexisted in the state, so that thousands of people elected both a conservative, such as Senator Jesse Helms to five terms, and a business progressive, such as Governor Jim Hunt to four terms. Some scholars, such as Paul Luebke (1998), divide the state into traditionalists and modernists. The former includes those such as Helms, tied to conservative churches, the tobacco industry, and conservative values. Hunt, who was connected with big industry and wanted an active government to nurture economic growth, is an example of the latter. The truth is that many North Carolinians’ politics do not fit into exact niches and throughout its history North Carolina has oscillated between its progressive impulses and its broad conservative vein.

As to how this all has manifested in contemporary elections, Christensen (2010) argues that the state’s Republican leanings are most evident in federal races. In presidential and U.S. Senate races, North Carolina’s conservative side (its individualism, respect for the military, and religious social views) becomes evident. Some recent exceptions, however, include Obama’s 2008 win in the state and Democratic Senator Kay Hagan’s election in the same year. Meanwhile, until the 2010 elections North Carolina remained a Democratic state when it came to Raleigh politics. In Christensen’s (2010, p. 317) words, “No state in the country was as politically competitive as North Carolina in the 1990s. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, the state’s average margin of victory was 7.2 percent, fourth in the country.” North Carolina is today a closely divided state, where landslide victories aren’t expected by either party.

In the 2012 election North Carolina once again showed its conservative leaning in the presidential election, going for the Republican candidate Mitt Romney. On the state level, after 20 years of Democratic governors, the state elected McCrory to the seat. McCrory had
been mayor of Charlotte, the state’s largest city, for seven consecutive terms from 1995 to 2009. Before becoming mayor, McCrory had been elected three times as Charlotte city councilman, and in 2003 was appointed by then President George W. Bush to the U.S. Homeland Security Advisory Council. In 2008 he ran for the Governor’s seat and lost to Democrat Bev Perdue by 50.27 percent to 46.8 percent in what turned out to be the closest gubernatorial election in the United States that year (North Carolina State Board of Elections [NCSBE], 2010). The Dalton campaign’s staffers often mentioned they believed that, coming into the 2012 election, McCrory had spent the past four years campaigning. In fact, in the period between 2009 and 2012, McCrory remained active in the state party, participating in events, conventions, as well as organizing bus tours and rallies to further conservative causes or oppose Democratic policies.

While the Republican Party was largely unified behind its candidate, at the beginning of the 2012 election season, the North Carolina Democratic Party was trying to put itself back together after a series of incidents that damaged its public image. In early 2012, allegations of sexual harassment led the NCDP’s chairman, David Parker, to resign. In mid-May of the same year, however, the party’s executive committee held a vote in which it rejected Parker’s resignation. This meant Parker remained chair of the party in the state. According to Dalton’s staffers, this incident caused hesitation amongst donors, who were distrustful of the NCDP’s managerial capacities. Even entities linked to the national Democratic Party, such as the DGA, chose to finance races in the state directly through super PACs, like N.C. Citizens for Progress, and skipped over the NCDP. Besides this, other scandals involving party members in the state, like the indictment of well-known former
Democratic Senator John Edwards for alleged violations of campaign finance laws, were also perceived by Dalton’s staff to have polluted the party’s image among voters.

Additionally, incumbent governor Bev Perdue decided not to run for reelection due to very low approval ratings (Public Policy Polling [PPP], 2012a). During her term as governor, Perdue had a series of difficulties dealing with North Carolina’s legislature, which was controlled by a Republican majority during her last year in office. The legislature blocked many of her proposals, and even passed its own budget over Perdue's objections (Bonner, 2012). Furthermore, Perdue had to cope with a decline in the economy and with staff members facing accusations of ethical violations. The combination of these factors led her to not seek reelection (Severson, 2012).

These political complications were combined with a problematic economic scenario in the state. In June of 2012, a study entitled “Economic Insecurity Across the American States” revealed that North Carolina experienced even higher levels of insecurity than the rest of the country (Hacker, Huber, Nichols, Rehm & Craig, 2012). The economic security index, which tracks changes in consumers’ household income, put NC in 12th place in the U.S. based on its average level of economic insecurity from 2008 to 2010. The index measured the proportion of people who lost at least 25 percent of their household income from one year to the next due to changes in income or changes in out-of-pocket medical spending. Additionally, North Carolina’s unemployment rate was 9.7 percent in August of 2012, according to the state Division of Employment Security, the fifth highest in the country (Ranii, 2012).

Despite the unfavorable environment for Democratic candidates at the beginning of the primaries, Walter Dalton decided to run in Perdue’s place. Dalton had been Senator in the
North Carolina General Assembly from 1997 to 2009 and in 2008 was elected Lieutenant Governor. Being the second highest ranking official in the state government, when Perdue decided not to run for reelection Dalton was the obvious candidate. Seeing the chance of winning the Democratic nomination for governor, however small, Dalton organized a last-minute campaign and entered the race.

In the end, Dalton was severely outspent and ultimately lost to McCrory by a 55%–45% margin (NCSBE, 2013). The electoral prospects of the two parties and candidates were reflected in spending on the race. North Carolina’s 2012 gubernatorial race attracted more than $8.1 million in outside spending, though McCrory received much of these funds. The biggest outside spender was the Republican Governors Association, based in Washington, D.C., which spent more than $4.9 million to elect McCrory. N.C. Citizens for Progress, a political action committee funded by the DGA, was the dominant group supporting Dalton, spending $2.6 million largely on television advertising to benefit his campaign (The Institute for Southern Studies, 2013). These ads, however, and the strategies behind them could not legally be coordinated with the Dalton campaign, which I discuss the implications of below. Excluding outside spending, the Dalton campaign raised $4.28 million according to campaign finance reports, and the McCrory campaign reported raising a total of $12.3 million for the entire election, nearly three times as much as his Democratic opponent (Frank, 2013).

Exit polling from the 2012 race also shows just how inhospitable the economic and political environment was for Democratic candidates in North Carolina during the 2012 cycle (North Carolina Datanet, 2013). According to the poll, the 2012 election in North Carolina revolved around a debate over the scope and role of government. Asked about their general
view of government, North Carolinian voters showed a strong preference for limited government, 53 percent saying they thought government does too many things that should be left to businesses and individuals, and 41 percent saying government should do more. Republican candidates, Romney and McCrory, got 8 out of 10 of the votes of those who thought the government was doing too much. Furthermore, over one-third of voters said someone in their household had lost a job in the past four years, another one of the lasting effects of the economic crisis in North Carolina.

All of these issues created an environment that was not favorable for Lt. Governor Dalton, since the “status-quo” was not what voters were looking for. Thus, while the roles and conditions of the Democratic Party contributed to Dalton’s defeat, the overall scenario of North Carolina in 2012 reveals that even a well funded and competently run campaign might not have been enough for Dalton to win the gubernatorial race.

**Literature Review and Research Questions**

Observing the complexity of the Dalton campaign’s relationship with the Democratic Party reveals some limitations in existing literature about the roles of parties in American electoral processes. I will review Aldrich’s (1995) notion of the “party in service,” as well as recent reworkings of his theory to analyze Dalton’s case.

Aldrich (1995), studying American political parties, argues that they are formed and maintained to provide “service” to politicians. Politicians need parties due to their institutionalized solutions and need to orchestrate large groups of people to form winning majorities. Aldrich contends that politicians face three major problems, and parties are meant to address these concerns. The first problem is organizing their competing ambitions. This
occurs through party recruitment, a nomination process, and the two-party system of access to office. The second issue is mobilizing both the electorate and the resources needed to enable candidates to capture office. In this context, one of the ways parties provide service to candidates is through the informational cues party affiliation generates. Competition makes partisan brands valuable to candidates given the party name often has meaning and value to voters. Parties also aggregate professionals on a national level, who provide campaigns with the financial and intellectual capacity to mobilize voters. The third issue is forging durable majorities to use that control of office to achieve collective goals. Each of these problems produce incentives for politicians to create and use political parties.

Aldrich (1995), building on Anthony Downs’ (1957) and Joseph A. Schlesinger’s (1991) work, sees competition for office as the particular defining characteristic of the major American political party. He argues that the modern party differs from Van Buren’s earlier “mass party” by no longer resting on the “party principle” that the party is more important than the men and women in it. Rather, today’s party is the men and women in it.

Since Aldrich’s (1995) influential work, a number of scholars have reworked theories of political parties. The idea of ‘political party’ I use here is informed by recent work that casts “parties as networks” (Cohen, Karol, Noel and Zaller, 2008). This notion differs from Aldrich’s theory by no longer being a ”politician-centered” model, but a “group-centered,” model of parties. Rather than focusing on formal party organization or membership of politicians and officeholders, Cohen, Karol, Noel, and Zaller (2008) see parties as networks that include not only top leaders, but also activists, fund-raisers, interest groups, campaign technicians, and candidate campaigns. The party is a working coalition of a large set of actors. Thus, groups such as the DGA, fellow Democratic candidate campaigns such as OFA,
and the more traditional state branch of the party (the NCDP) all fall under the rubric of the Democratic Party network.

At the same time, recent empirical work has undermined aspects of Aldrich’s (1995) theory. Rasmus Nielsen (2012) has argued that the time when a strong party organization was considered an essential asset by political candidates, as Aldrich postulated, has passed. In his study of “ground war” campaigns (such as canvassing and phone banking), Nielsen contends that increasingly candidates are forming their own campaign assemblages and infrastructure and relying less on the party organization to mobilize voters and resources. These larger assemblages incorporate resources outside of the party, like unions or non-profit organizations. Although he does not draw on the parties as networks literature, this finding is consistent with the work of Cohen, Karol, Noel, and Zaller (2008). Nielsen argues that in place of the politics of parties, the late twentieth century saw an increasingly candidate-centered form of politics.

Aldrich’s (1995) work is theoretical, and provides little empirical data or case studies to support each claim. Drawing on empirical studies like Cohen, Karol, Noel, and Zaller (2008) and Nielsen (2012), and using empirical data on the Dalton campaign, I evaluate Aldrich’s notion and find that it fails to account for the complexity of candidate-party relationships. I will analyze whether a contemporary political party did, in fact, provide the support postulated by Aldrich to an individual office-seeker, in this case Walter Dalton. Focusing explicitly on how the relationship between the Democratic Party network and the Dalton campaign affected different areas of communication, I show what services the party provided and what services the party could not or was not willing to provide.
In doing so, I bring the literature on parties to bear on scholarship of political communication, which generally mentions the impact of parties only tangentially. Besides Nielsen’s (2012) study of field campaigning, few scholars have discussed how the relationship between parties and candidates affects the diverse areas of political communication. Daniel Kreiss’s (2009, 2012) work, in which he discusses the use of media and information technologies in political contests, is an exception. Kreiss shows how the Democratic Party had a big role in rebuilding the technological infrastructure necessary to mobilize supporters by implementing an online platform and leading the effort to create a national voter database system. The Obama campaign in 2008 took advantage of these tools and knowledge to harness mobilization around his candidacy. The Party also made these infrastructural resources available to other candidates. As I show below, the Dalton campaign, for instance, used the Party-provided voter database to target voters.

Another point of interest when analyzing the interaction between the Dalton campaign and the Democratic Party is how it affected the campaign’s capacity to gain earned media and the messages it put forth. Shanto Iyengar (2011) contends that there has been a fundamental change in the themes in news coverage of campaigns. The press’s focus has shifted from issue-based coverage to stories that emphasize the horse race, advertising, strategy, and scandal. As I show below, the campaign’s press strategy was adversely affected by its relationship with the party. The Dalton campaign’s staffers perceived this rise of interpretive journalism to have been unfavorable to Dalton, given that the press tended to link him to the ethical problems of the NCDP. Furthermore, realizing that polls shape the media narrative around the election, Dalton struggled with his continuous position as the trailing candidate.
The candidate-party relationship also affected the campaign’s ability to portray the symbolic qualities of the candidate. Regarding this issue of forging a candidate’s image, Jeffrey Alexander (2010) argues that to be elected in a democratic society a candidate must become a collective representation, a symbolic vessel filled with what citizens hold most dear. Candidates must convince audiences that they possess capacities of a purely civil kind, and can also create meaning by creating difference, making a candidate pure while polluting an opponent. However, neither Iyengar (2011) nor Alexander (2010) mentions how or even whether candidates’ relationships with their party influences their efforts in these areas.

I will build on Iyengar’s view of the relationship between media and campaigns, as well as Alexander’s work on the importance of identity building, to analyze the ways the Dalton campaign coordinated efforts in these areas with the Democratic Party. I look at how staffers perceived this interaction with the party to have helped or hindered these efforts of communicating with the media and building Dalton’s identity. For example, I show how Dalton grappled with his inevitable association with the ethical misconduct of the NCDP and the unpopularity of his predecessor, which made it very difficult for him to define himself as a candidate with purely civic qualities.

Bringing empirical data based on field observations and interviews to this study of parties and political communication, I hope to further the discussion on the role of parties in the American political process. Broadly, then, I ask in what ways the Dalton campaign’s traditional communications, field operations, and new media communications strategies took shape through interaction with elements of the Democratic Party, and how this process took shape?
Methods

I conducted an ethnographic study of the Walter Dalton campaign in the North Carolina gubernatorial election of 2012. Through observation and interviews I aimed at getting participant-observer insight into how the campaign functioned, as well as its interactions with the North Carolina Democratic Party.

The Walter Dalton campaign was chosen as the site for my research due to two main reasons. First, and most significantly, due to its size and relevance. The campaign that I studied had to be of enough complexity to warrant research on many facets of communication strategy and important enough to have significant party involvement. The Dalton campaign fit these criteria perfectly. It was a gubernatorial campaign in a swing state, in which the Democratic Party had been campaigning heavily since Obama took the state in 2008. The Democratic National Convention of 2012 reveals North Carolina’s importance to the party, since it decided to house its convention in the state. The gubernatorial election in North Carolina was also relevant nationally, being one of the six races in the country in which the DGA (Democratic Governors Association) invested its resources in 2012. The second reason I chose the Dalton campaign as my research site was that it provided me with extensive access. Many of the campaigns in the region that I contacted simply did not feel comfortable letting me have daily access to their headquarters. The often sensitive and secretive nature of political campaigning makes gaining access for a project like mine especially challenging (for a discussion of these issues see Nielsen, 2012).

I conducted the observation from August to Election Day. During these months I visited the campaign from one to three days a week, 25 times total. These 25 days of ethnographic observations account for well over 100 hours of field observations. In addition,
I attended two press conferences, two campaign events, and countless staff meetings. Furthermore, I monitored social network and professional news media coverage of the gubernatorial race daily beginning in August, including the three debates and Dalton’s participation in the Democratic National Convention.

Furthermore, I conducted interviews with key members of the campaign’s communications team to gain more depth in specific issues that were not necessarily evident during the observation, and to bring to light the attitudes and mindsets of central actors on the campaign. I conducted three interviews approximately a month after the election that together lasted around 5 hours. The first was with Hafford Porter, Press Secretary, which lasted about 45 minutes. The second and longest interview, over two hours, was with Schorr Johnson, Communications Director. The third, nearly two hours as well, was with Daniel Gilligan, Research Director. Recording devices were used during the interviews, and with the express consent of the interviewees, so as to preserve the accuracy of their responses.

I chose the timeframe of this study based on the months the organization of the campaign was structured enough to allow analysis of a general election campaign. Also, the research began when the planning and strategizing were taking place, and as the race progressed I also had the opportunity to watch as these plans were implemented.

**Findings**

The data collected during the observation of the Dalton campaign and of the ways in which it interacted with the Democratic Party during the 2012 election cycle reveal the contemporary forms of the candidate-party relationship to be quite complex. To reduce this multifaceted association into simply ‘beneficial or harmful’ to the campaign would be an
oversimplification of the subject. In other words, these findings reveal that the party-candidate interaction is more nuanced than Aldrich (1995) suggests in his approach to the study of parties in American politics.

Seeing the party as a network of a large set of actors, I first address the campaign’s connections with relevant members of the Democratic Party coalition. These actors include the national party organization, the local branch of the party (the NCDP), the Democratic Governor’s Association and liberal group NC Citizens for Progress, and Democratic consultants, as well as other Democratic campaigns and politicians, such as the Obama campaign and former governor Bev Perdue. I will address the Dalton campaign’s interaction with each of these actors, detail how they were supportive or damaging (or both) to Dalton, and discuss more specifically how these relations impacted areas of campaigning such as field operations, media relations, new media strategies, and candidate image-building.

The analysis will begin with the nomination process and relationship between former governor Bev Perdue and the Dalton campaign. I then analyze the Dalton campaign’s relationship with presidential candidate Barack Obama and his campaign. Having addressed the interrelation between Dalton and other Democratic politicians, this study will examine the intricate relationship between the campaign and the NCDP. I will then analyze the interaction of the Dalton campaign with Democratic consultants, which are a combination of local and national party actors, since there were both in-state and national firms involved. Finally, the examination will proceed to the national level of the party organization, addressing the relationship between the Democratic Governor’s Association and the Dalton campaign, as well as the effects of the party’s national convention, which was held in North Carolina in 2012.
Bev Perdue, a short primary and the need to represent change

“Dalton lost because of many things, starting by the short calendar we were given.” Ford Porter interview.

Aldrich (1995) points to the nomination process as one of the ways political elites organize their ambition, and one of their reasons for joining parties. Therefore, it is important to understand how the nomination process affected Dalton’s campaign in 2012. North Carolina’s incumbent governor, Bev Perdue, announced only in late January that she would not be running for re-election. This gave Democratic candidates seeking the office less time than usual to organize and fundraise for their campaigns. Even so, former U.S. Rep. Bob Etheridge, state Rep. Bill Faison and then Lt. Governor Walter Dalton faced off in the Democratic primaries in the state. This late start in fundraising, along with a somewhat competitive primary race, led Dalton to reach the general election with little funds left in his campaign coffers. Schorr Johnson synthesized this issue stating that:

“The two main factors why Dalton lost were Perdue and money. The main factor being Perdue, because of her late decision not to run and her unpopularity. The fact that she waited until so late means he didn’t have time to raise the money necessary to put the organization in place. He raised a lot of money quickly, but then had to spend it all in the primary, so he didn’t have a good chance to define himself. By the time the primary was over, the Republicans were on TV defining him with Perdue, and there was really no turning back. Perdue kept all the money she had raised, which was nearly 5 million dollars. She gave only 200,000.00 to us. So why he lost, really was Perdue and money, in that order.” Schorr Johnson interview.
Additionally, according to Dalton’s staffers, despite believing that the association with Perdue would likely be damaging to Dalton, there were a series of challenges that the campaign would face by choosing to clearly detach the two. The extent of this distancing needed to be carefully negotiated. Some staffers made it clear after the election that, looking back, they would have distanced Dalton more markedly from Perdue:

“The one thing I would have done differently would be separating Dalton publicly from Perdue, and speaking out against her. Those who were against this separation thought we would lose more than we would gain from going after her. There was really a false hope that she would give us the money she had raised, and she did it on purpose. She thought she could ‘keep Dalton good’ by holding the money over his head, and after all that she just gave him $200,000.00. She knew exactly what she was doing, which was holding that money hostage. Also, because she was vice chair of the DGA, she could have stopped the DGA money too.” Schorr Johnson interview.

Party members’ individual records and public reputations form an important part of the informational cues that determine how the electorate perceives a political party. In June of 2012 a Public Policy Polling (PPP) Poll showed that Perdue had a disapproval rating of 59%, with only 30% approving of the job she had been doing (Public Policy Polling [PPP], 2012a). Those numbers made her the most unpopular sitting governor in the country out of more than 40 that PPP had polled. The unpopularity of the Democratic governor, and the economic difficulties faced by the state led staffers at the Dalton campaign to believe that the candidate needed to avoid being defined as a continuation of Perdue’s government. This was a difficult, given he was not only a member of the same party as her, but also the Lt. Governor at the time, and the informational cues that the association between him and the party brought were not necessarily positive for his campaign, as Johnson explained:
“This was an election in North Carolina that ‘status quo’ was not something you wanted to be, especially with the economy not being great, and coming after Bev Perdue. He (Dalton) needed to be something different, he needed to be a change from Perdue. Our consultants were telling us he needed to be something different.” Schorr Johnson interview.

The observation of the Dalton campaign led me to conclude that, throughout the election, the campaign’s strategy was to try and define Dalton as a change from Perdue, but tactfully and without directly framing Perdue as a faulty governor. This discreet and, in reality, only partial distancing of Dalton from Perdue was the main regret that staffers pointed to after the election had been lost. They lamented not having more directly shown the ways in which Dalton was a change from Perdue, and pointed out that the main reason for the diplomatic approach the campaign had taken during the election was the fact that they expected her to transfer the money she had raised to Dalton. Attacking Perdue would have not only shut out the possibilities of ever receiving the money she had fundraised, but might also influence negatively the DGA’s funding of the race, given she was also vice-chair of the Association. This strategy, however, caused certain discord inside the campaign:

“Even though we realized that this (the association to Perdue) was a problem, there wasn’t a willingness to disassociate Dalton from Perdue or other party folks, though I myself certainly advised that we should draw a contrast with the Governor. Looking back on it, I would have in much more substantive ways contrasted how Dalton was different from Perdue, even in policy issues.” Daniel Gilligan interview.

The McCrory campaign and the GOP, in turn, were very aggressive in linking Dalton to Perdue. From the beginning of the general election, the McCrory campaign portrayed the previous government as the “Perdue-Dalton administration.” This depiction was present in
many of McCrory’s ads, press releases, debate discourses, statements and social media messages:

Today, the RGA released an attack ad on TV. The ad is an attack on Dalton due to his association with Governor Bev Perdue and his vote to raise taxes as a legislator. Field notes, September 18, 2012.

![NCGOP Web Video. Field notes, September 20, 2012.](image)

Today, the McCrory campaign released a statement in which it once again used the term ‘Dalton-Perdue': "(…) This is just another desperate attack from the Perdue-Dalton smear machine." Field notes, September 25, 2012.

![Change The Channel on Perdue-Dalton](image)

*The Obama campaign, support on the ground and a drag on the ticket*

“Something that is interesting in this election, given North Carolina’s history, is that it’s the first time where the Democratic candidate for governor very openly and continuously
tried to associate himself with the Democratic candidate for president. I don’t think that has happened in the last 50 years in the state. This was usually seen as a weakness, because North Carolina Democrats tend to be more conservative than national Democrats. A Democratic president was very far left of where a North Carolina Democrat needed to be.” Daniel Gilligan interview.

While the Dalton campaign struggled to discretely distance itself from Perdue, its strategy regarding Obama was the opposite. The Dalton campaign tried to coordinate efforts with the Obama campaign throughout the election. A close analysis of this relationship between Democratic candidate campaigns reveals that it was intricate and evolving, in the sense that its nature changed during the race. It is important to point out, as mentioned by Gilligan in the excerpt above, that this was a new relationship between a Democratic gubernatorial candidate and a Democratic presidential candidate in a North Carolina election. In general, North Carolina Democrats tend to be more conservative than national Democrats, and the gubernatorial candidates therefore try to keep a distance from the presidential candidate. In this election, however, the Dalton campaign tried continuously to link its candidate to Obama, assuming the President would have a strong presence in the state, as he did in 2008. Before Obama, the last Democratic presidential candidate to win North Carolina was Jimmy Carter, 32 years earlier.

These efforts to connect Dalton to Obama came across in many of the Dalton campaign’s communication materials and interactions with the press. In a series of Dalton’s statements, for instance, it is possible to see that his campaign borrowed some of the key themes from the Obama campaign. A clear indication of this is that the Dalton campaign began using the “forward” slogan, which was also Obama’s, in most of its communications:
First gubernatorial debate, Dalton’s opening statement: “We are at crossroads. I want to move state of NC forward. I will protect middle class, the working class, and senior citizens. My father taught me that the right policies can lift lives. I will work with you to lead us to a better day. I look forward to sharing my vision with you today.” Field notes, October 3, 2012.

Furthermore, Dalton attacked McCrory using some of the same issues that Obama was using to criticize Romney, such as alleging that his policy plans had “no details” at the same time as the Obama camp attacked Romney’s tax plan for having “no details.”. This synchronicity in attacks also happened when McCrory refused to release his tax returns, similarly to Romney. Although there wasn’t evidence of any direct coordination with the Obama campaign in these attacks, Dalton’s staffers welcomed this synchronicity of themes. In this sense, it was a deliberate strategy deployed by the Dalton campaign, as seen in this instance:

Today the campaign will attack McCrory on the issue of his personal tax returns, which they link to the fact that he is said to have been a lobbyist for the past few years. Staffers mention how this is good because it is in sync with Obama’s attacks on Romney. Field notes, September 13, 2012.

Aside from the messaging, the actual relationship between the two campaigns began well. In the first days of October, the Obama campaign assisted Dalton by distributing 650,000 flyers that encouraged voting for both Obama and Dalton. The flyers were paid for by the NCDP, and distributed on the ground by Obama’s volunteers using his campaign’s
infrastructural resources. The ground assistance came at a time when Dalton had placed 10 points behind his adversary in polls, and staffers were hopeful that it would be influential in reducing this difference:

Yesterday’s PPP poll, which put Dalton at 37, or 10 points behind McCrory, was extremely frustrating to the staff. Campaign Manager Caroline Valand says she really doesn’t think the race is so far apart, and that the DNC has just printed 650,000 flyers that will be distributed on the ground by the Obama camp, and have Obama and Dalton on them. Field notes, October 2, 2012.

This assistance provided by the Obama campaign was critical to Dalton, and ended up being the most substantial field operation effort that the Dalton campaign had throughout the election. Thus, the resources and organization of the Obama campaign benefited Dalton at certain stages of the race, as Campaign Manager Caroline Valand’s comments illustrate:

Valand mentions that the simple fact that the Obama campaign has been strong on the ground in North Carolina helps Dalton, since it is more likely to get Democratic voters to the polls in November, and since many of the materials being distributed by the Obama campaign feature Obama and Dalton. Field notes, September 18, 2012.

While the support the NCDP provided was limited to printing the flyers to be distributed, the Obama campaign was the organization that actually had the volunteers and the infrastructure in place to implement the field operation. This observation speaks to Nielsen’s (2012) argument that the traditional party structure has lost its ability to mobilize supporters and has lost its place as the main manner by which candidates contact the electorate. Parties do not have their ‘standing armies’ in place anymore. Staffers at the Dalton campaign specifically mentioned the noticeable collapse of local party organizations and the
networks they sustained. Rather, these networks and this infrastructure were put together by the Obama campaign, and by the wide assemblage it formed, as Johnson pointed out:

“Functionally, the party used to be able to put together a good operation, a good infrastructure. But now, for instance, the Obama campaign just came in 2008 and built their own infrastructure, around the party. The Obama campaign never left North Carolina, they didn’t win now, but they did a really good job in building infrastructure. That used to be the role the party had, the local chair would be the person to coordinate the infrastructure around that county.” Schorr Johnson interview.

However, as the race progressed and poll numbers continuously showed Dalton trailing McCrory by a considerable margin, the Obama campaign sought to disassociate itself from the Lt. Governor. Dalton’s staffers were not necessarily stunned by this, some even referred to it as being a natural course of action:

“The relationship between us (the Dalton campaign) and the Obama campaign was really positive for a long time, and then it was every man for themselves. But I think that’s normal, we became a drag to their ticket.” Ford Porter interview.

Dalton was excluded from events organized by the presidential campaign, such as first lady or the vice president’s visits to North Carolina. Another example of this complex relationship between campaigns was the event in which Bill Clinton campaigned for Obama, just days before the election. Dalton was allowed to attend, but when he got too much visibility in the press coverage of the event, the Obama campaign accused the Dalton campaign’s staff of “hijacking” the president’s event:

Valand mentions she got a few angry emails and calls being accused of “hijacking” the president’s event, due to the fact that a lot of the TV coverage focused on Dalton’s participation. Also, one of Dalton’s staffers, Ferroz, distributed about 50 Dalton signs to
people in the crowd, and the TV cameras showed mostly these signs and not the Obama signs. Field notes, October 5, 2012.

In this sense, the Dalton campaign’s relation to the Obama campaign presented a reversal from what was traditionally the interaction between gubernatorial and presidential Democratic candidates in North Carolina. Of course Obama also ended up losing North Carolina to his Republican opponent in 2012, but still had a significantly larger number of votes than Dalton. In total, 2,178,391 people voted for Obama, while only 1,931,580 chose Dalton, a difference of 246,811 votes (NCSBE, 2013). Dalton’s staffers had a clear understanding of this situation, in which Dalton needed to remain close to Obama, who in turn had to push away:

“We wanted to keep Dalton actually further to the left than he was comfortable, because we needed the Obama voters. We needed Obama more than they needed us. It was a weird balancing act because Obama obviously got a lot more votes than Dalton. (...) It (the relationship with OFA) was fine for a while but at a point they saw that we were behind and were going to be a drag on them. The Obama campaign did polling early on, they knew what was happening, people weren’t voting the straight ticket this year. They needed a lot of people who were also voting for McCrory. So they tried to distance themselves from us, cut Dalton out of events. They were our get-out-the-vote operation, we needed them, they didn’t need us.” Schorr Johnson interview.

The NCDP, the importance of the party structure, and the difficulty of identity crafting

Of all the actors that form the party coalition, the state branch of the Democratic Party, the NCDP, was perhaps the one that had the most intricate relationship with the Dalton campaign. Despite keeping a formal distance, the Dalton campaign coordinated efforts with
the state party’s communications team daily. The NCDP’s Communications Director was included in the morning communications meetings, which meant most activities were shared and coordinated with him, though there was very little that the party could actually help the campaign with in practice. This was due to the fact that the series of scandals inside the NCDP led the Dalton campaign to devise a strategy to disassociate itself from the local party. This meant that Dalton’s name should never appear in the media with the party’s Chair, David Parker. The strategy of public dissociation came from the fear that staffers inside the Dalton campaign had that the connection between these names would generate an association of Dalton with the accusations of unethical behavior that surrounded Parker and the NCDP. In essence, Dalton’s staffers wanted him as far away as possible from the scandals that surrounded the state party, as Gilligan explains:

“If they (the NCDP) had not been not going through what they were, they could have been a lot more effective in helping us, not just financially, but also be a more credible source to criticize McCrory. If you have a chair that is a more credible media personality, he can go out and say things that the candidate can’t, but the way things were, we didn’t want the chair of the Democratic Party saying anything. We didn’t want our name in the paper with his, or with the current governor (Perdue).” Daniel Gilligan interview.

Ultimately, the inevitable association between Dalton and the NCDP was harmful to the campaign’s efforts to forge the candidate’s image. As Alexander (2010) argues, it is essential for a candidate to become a representation of that which voters consider purely civic, to become a hero of sorts, while at the same time polluting the opponent’s image. The Dalton campaign had difficulty communicating this portrait of an idealized candidate to the media, while avoiding the frame that he was a long time member of this party that appeared
to be ethically flawed. Ford Porter described how this association affected the campaign on the issue of ethics:

“During the election we talked a lot about Dalton’s ethics and talked a lot about the McCrory tax returns, attacking him on his ethics. I think the ethics issue was very hindering in this election. It was bad because of all the outside problems with the party and with the current governor (Perdue). So in other words, the party brand did some damage, but still, Walter Dalton himself was so ethically good that we wanted to compare him to McCrory.” Ford Porter interview.

The necessity to keep a public distance from the party also manifested in the manner in which the Dalton campaign attacked McCrory. As many of the staffers described, one of the tactics that campaigns traditionally adopt to pollute an opponent’s image is send messages through the party, through press releases or conferences. However, staffers from the Dalton campaign said that they wouldn’t want David Parker giving press conferences about the gubernatorial race, because he did not have the necessary credibility with the media to be able to make claims on issues such as ethics, for instance. This led the Dalton campaign to take a visibly aggressive stance, attacking McCrory directly. Being openly critical left Dalton open to accusations of running an excessively negative campaign. Johnson revealed how awkward this association between the NCDP and the Dalton campaign really was:

“The Executive Director (of the NCDP), was helpful to us as much as he could be under the circumstances, because they had too many problems of their own, and we had to run away from them. Also in past elections, the party used to have press conferences and do a lot of the negative messaging, but this year we basically did our own because we didn’t want David Parker giving press conferences. (...) We definitely did coordinate communications strategies with the NCDP, but that was also something we had to do differently in this election. A lot of the times candidates want to be all positive and let the
party do the negative messaging, but this time we were okay putting out negative messages directly.” Schorr Johnson interview.

Still, the local party provided some infrastructural resources to the Dalton campaign during the election, such as the 650,000 GOTV flyers distributed door-to-door by Obama’s ground operation mentioned above. The NCDP also provided the voter database, which gave access to information on the electorate and permitted the Dalton campaign to target its direct communication specifically to each audience. The campaign might, for instance, chose to place robo-calls one day to female African American voters who had voted in 2008 but not in 2010, and the next send out direct mail to registered male Democratic affiliated voters who resided in Orange County. The database provided enough information to identify these different groups of voters and contact them. According to staffers, the NCDP is responsible for distributing only relevant portions of its extensive data to each candidate. They described this process as being somewhat bureaucratic; the information is kept centralized in the party organization and then distributed in a ‘top-down’ manner. Though staffers were unwilling to describe exactly what information they had access to, in his interview Schorr Johnson described this process, stating that Democratic candidates might only have access to information on voters from determined counties, depending on the district where they were running:

“Local party activists tend to be older, less information or technologically savvy. The national party built the voter database and state parties distribute parts of this database to local candidates and campaigns. Candidates might only get access to a county, for example. It’s extensive, and it is only done as a top-down thing. It used to be that we would call the county party chair, and he would give us a list, but that doesn’t exist anymore.” Schorr Johnson interview.
This demonstrates what Kreiss (2012) describes in his work as the technological infrastructure provided by the Democratic Party to candidates. The national voter file, called VoteBuilder, extended the ability of the party and its candidates to contest elections, target the electorate and share updated data across campaigns and levels of government. However, without the organizational processes and structures in place, and with limited voter excitement around Dalton, the campaign was not able to fully leverage the database provided by the party, or even other technological tools like new media, to mobilize supporters in the ways that the Obama campaign, for instance, was able to. The Dalton campaign’s experience shows clearly that where there is limited support or excitement, social media and technology alone are incapable of creating them. Their use of this the database was mainly for targeting email, direct mail or robo-calls to certain groups of voters, and since money was a constant limiting factor, the campaign was also not able to do much direct mail communication:

“We used the voter database to target voters online. Also, all the mail that we did was targeted at swing voters. The problem was that most of where you would target voters would be through mail, and the thing is we just didn’t do much mail communication.”

Daniel Gilligan interview.

Furthermore, in past elections, the gubernatorial campaign’s staff joined the NCDP’s payroll after the primaries. This was the case, for instance, during Perdue’s 2008 campaign. However, in 2012, Dalton’s staff stayed on the campaign payroll during the general election in order to avoid any association between Dalton and the NCDP. For the Dalton campaign, which was already facing severe financial constraints, having to deal with staff salaries was an added burden. The campaign’s organizational structure ultimately suffered from this. With its staff being almost completely occupied with the traditional communications or fundraising activities, and not having enough funds to add staff in areas like new media, the
campaign had little room left for innovation. As Porter explained, the decision to not join party payroll was a direct consequence of the necessity of keeping a distance from the NCDP:

“We were obviously not working very closely with the traditional party structure. After their scandal in the primary, it was more like they did their thing we did our thing. There was not a whole lot of crossover. Also, four years ago the Perdue campaign staff went on the party payroll after the primary campaign, and we never did that. Partly because of financial reasons but also because we didn’t want the press that could come from this.” Ford Porter interview.

Despite all of these issues, the state party structure was still essential to the Dalton campaign financially. North Carolina law limits the amount of money individual donors can give to a specific campaign; however, it does not limit the amount that these donors can give to the party, nor the amount the party can transfer to campaigns. Thus, much of what was donated to the Dalton campaign needed to go through the NCDP. In the 2012 election, this arrangement, while necessary, was not ideal for the Dalton campaign, due to supporters’ hesitance in entrusting the NCDP with their donations. Johnson explained this process:

“They (the NCDP) were working with us to the extent that they could. We were raising a lot of money into the party that was then being returned to us. So the party as a structure had to be in place, because it is the only legal entity that can take unlimited contributions and give unlimited contributions.” Schorr Johnson interview.

Democratic consultants and the prioritization of candidates

During his campaign, Dalton hired consultants that were either known North Carolina Democratic actors, such as Raleigh-based firm Nexus Strategies, or national actors of the
party, such as pollster John Anzalone. The campaign’s consultants, thus, were both local and national agents of the party, and the very structure of these consultancies (sometimes having offices in a few different states) makes a clear classification of their status as either one or the other difficult. As both Nielsen (2012) and Aldrich (1995) contend, consultants integrate parties and are an essential asset to a candidate’s organization. My observations revealed that consultants were important in molding Dalton’s strategies and were therefore very influential to his campaign. During the primaries, Dalton hired pollster John Anzalone, from Anzalone Liszt Research, a Washington DC-based firm, which also worked for the Obama campaign. The Dalton campaign, however, only had funds to develop internal polling until August, and had to depend on public polling during the majority of the general election:

“We couldn’t afford polling. We did a big poll in August but then we couldn’t pay for polling anymore. So we would depend on PPP polls, which were public, to know where things were. When I worked for the state senate, we would have tracking polls that would go out several times week and we would know exactly where to advertise, but here we were so short in money and wanted to put everything on TV.” Schorr Johnson interview.

Also during the primary race, Peter Cari, of the Washington DC-based firm Prism Consulting, was hired as the main media consultant. Nexus Strategies, a Raleigh-based consulting firm, was hired to advise Dalton, and the main collaborator inside Nexus was Morgan Jackson. The most active among consultants, the majority of key strategic decisions throughout the election cycle were run through Jackson, and his insight was fundamental to the decision-making process inside the campaign. The following passage is one of many that illustrate Jackson’s participation in key moments of the campaign:

The candidate has asked that only two people be in the room during the debate prep. They will be Johnson and Morgan Jackson. Field notes, September 24, 2012.
Staffers within the Dalton campaign, however, revealed that they often felt like Dalton was not a priority client to his consultants, and that they felt their assistance could have been greater:

“Our consultants were very good, but I got the feeling that their participation was kind of phoned in, that this was their 6th, 7th or 8th priority client. We just couldn’t get the type of attention we needed and I think that showed.” Daniel Gilligan interview.

The observation of this interaction between the Dalton campaign and parts of the party network, once again, reveals the perceptible sorting of candidates into levels of importance and the distinction of services provided based on this hierarchy. While I lack evidence as to the exact motives of consultancies for attributing this secondary importance to Dalton, given the statements of staffers it seems likely that this was a result of both Dalton’s lack of funds to “buy” consultants’ time, and their belief that the candidate would probably be unable to defeat his republican opponent.

*The DGA and the effects of fundraising and polls on paid and earned media*

Regarding the involvement of national actors of the Democratic Party, one of the factors that influenced Dalton’s chances of being elected in the 2012 gubernatorial race was the financial support of the Democratic Governors Association. The DGA invested its funds in seven gubernatorial races during the 2012 election, and North Carolina was one of them. As noted above, the group contributed approximately 2.6 million to support Dalton’s candidacy. Due to the public image problems surrounding NCDP and its hesitance to entrust the chair with its money, the DGA routed this funding through the liberal group NC Citizens for Progress, which in turn produced and ran television ads for Dalton. These ads were essential to Dalton, once the financial constraints of his campaign led it to advertise later and
less than McCrory. As mentioned previously, these communications strategies could not be coordinated with the Dalton campaign due to legal restrictions on campaign financing. Thus, the substance of these ads, as well as their placement were completely defined by N.C. Citizens for Progress, and the Dalton campaign’s staff was not always pleased with these decisions. As Johnson pointed out:

“If they had been smarter with the money they spent than they could have gotten farther. For instance, we weren’t on the air in Charlotte because we couldn’t afford it, so why didn’t they air their commercials there? Even though we couldn’t coordinate with them, they could figure it out, they needed to be a supplement to us.” Schorr Johnson interview.

As the race developed, however, and Dalton stayed behind in polls, the DGA pulled out of the race. Its counterpart, the RGA, stayed in the race and invested heavily in the Republican candidate. While it is true that the DGA’s support was essential to Dalton’s chances of winning, it is also true that its withdrawal from the race marked the campaign’s demise. Campaign Manager, Caroline Valand, made this clear to staff during the race:

Valand asks that the staff invest all their energy and time in the next three weeks, saying that if poll numbers don’t begin getting closer, the DGA might very well pull out of the race. If that happens, according to her, winning this race will be next to impossible, exempted something horrible comes out on McCrory. Field notes, September 18, 2012.

The DGA’s desertion of the Dalton campaign is revealing of the relations of power that are established inside parties. If parties are formed by a working coalition of actors, it is important to consider the weight that each of these actors has within the party and in relation to one another. While Aldrich’s (1995) view that contemporary parties are not more important than its actors, but rather are these actors, it is clear that not all of these players are ‘created equal’ inside the party, and some have a much higher status and importance in the
party hierarchy than others. Parties have become more responsible to some candidates, and the “service” they provide to each candidate is not equal. Staffers inside the Dalton campaign revealed that they felt this lack of engagement of the DGA with the campaign even early on:

“We definitely did not get all the assistance we could have from the DGA. Although, to their credit, the DGA is responsible for spending the money that they raise wisely, and they looked at the polls, as we did. We were taking resources away from races where they had a better chance of winning…. They (the DGA) were pretty good, but as far as actually helping us, they wouldn’t return phone calls or emails, they weren’t very engaged in our race. It became clear early on, despite what they were saying publically, that they were going to pull out.” Schorr Johnson interview.

One of the most significant impacts of the lack of funding on the Dalton campaign’s communication was its inability to advertise. McCrory began running ads in August, a month before Dalton, which gave him a lead in voter name recognition (PPP, 2012b). Porter explained the effects of this scarcity of resources for advertising:

“Because we were outspent so heavily, they were able to make those attacks seem true, and we were not able to attack or defend.” Ford Porter interview.

This, in turn, affected polls, giving McCrory what became a double-digit lead by October (PPP, 2012c). The DGA pulled out of the race, and individual donors demonstrated increasing hesitance in contributing. Thus, while McCrory’s constant TV presence created a virtuous cycle, Dalton’s late and scarce TV presence seems to have created a vicious cycle, formed by the interrelation of fundraising, advertising and polls. When a candidate has funds to advertise, this tends to help his placement in polls, which then assists in the fundraising efforts, since donors are inclined to trust that the candidate has a chance of winning. This
fundraising, in turn, is what allows the candidate to advertise more, as Valand explained to her staff:

The next 3 weeks are key. DGA has just come into the race with a media buy. According to Valand, the Dalton campaign has put a lot of money “up front” on the media buy for ads, and now needs to fundraise to cover this “financial hole”. Valand mentions that this is a cycle that feeds off itself; with more ads, poll numbers improve, making it is easier to fundraise and buy even more paid media. Field notes, September 18, 2012.

With these difficulties fundraising and advertising, the Dalton campaign depended heavily on earned media to stay visible and communicate messages. However, with the contemporary diminishment of issue-driven journalism and a focus on ‘horse-race’ issues (Iyengar, 2011), it is not ideal for candidates to rely on the mass media to drive a campaign. Staffers at the Dalton campaign had a great difficulty creating momentum in a context in which Dalton was constantly the trailing candidate.

Most newspaper editorial boards are announcing their endorsements this week. Valand and Johnson hope for a few good endorsements so that they can publicize this, use it to fundraise, and possibly create some momentum from it. Johnson mentions that, apart from a good poll, which seems unlikely, this will be what the campaign can use create some good news and some momentum. Field notes, October 16, 2012.

Staffers often expressed their frustration with the media’s focus on polls, and with what they considered to be horse-race coverage of the election, as well as the negative effect of this coverage on fundraising:

“It was frustrating that all the media coverage was poll-driven, and there are just so many public polls now, that there were maybe two weeks at most in between polls. With automated polling, its easier and cheaper to do. Democrats and Republicans know that it shapes media narrative, media will cover it, so both sides now have shops set up to do as
much public polling as possible. It had a very reverberating effect on our fundraising, how people didn’t see us as viable because for instance PPP had Dalton down by 14 points by the end. People just didn’t see us as being in the fight anymore. It was tough because even our internal polling showed that we had a winning message if we could communicate it to enough people, but we just didn’t have enough money to do that.”

Daniel Gilligan interview.

Dalton’s staffers realized that polls helped shape the media narrative, and expressed that one of their main tasks in dealing with the media was trying to portray Dalton as having a better chance of winning than he actually did. As Johnson revealed:

“We spent a lot of time trying to convince the press that the race was actually closer than it was. That the DGA, for instance, was totally behind us, when they weren’t. We (Ford and I) were trying to do a lot of “window dressing,” making the race seem more competitive than it really was. We kept thinking that if we did that long enough then we would start raising more money and it actually would be. We spent a lot of time with the press trying to avoid their frame of why Dalton was behind, how we were going to catch up, how much money we had raised. (…) And as soon as we would get some good press there would be a poll that would take away any momentum and any positive coverage that we had gotten.” Schorr Johnson interview.

*The national Democratic Party and a convention in North Carolina*

The Dalton campaign’s interaction with the national Democratic Party was minimal, with most interaction being with the state branch of the party. This is not to say, however, that the national Democratic Party’s decisions did not influence the campaign. The most marked example of this was that in 2012 the Democratic National Convention was held in Charlotte. This fact had repercussions for the Dalton campaign. On one hand, it provided
some visibility to local candidates by giving them an opportunity to have some face time with the local press during the event. And, on the day of Obama’s acceptance, Dalton got to make a minute-and-a-half speech. The following passage illustrates the staffers’ perception of the importance of the earned media that the convention could generate:

The staffers discuss the convention. Walter is set to speak on Monday in the “celebration of North Carolina” day, and again on the same day as Obama. Schorr mentions he wants to keep interviews local, they also mention a series of fundraising events, and emphasize that spontaneous media out of this event will be very important for the campaign. Since Dalton’s ads won’t start running for another month (only in September after the convention and the Olympics), the Dalton team is trying to get earned media from the convention, and other events to fight back against McCrory, who already started advertising on TV. Field notes, August 9, 2012.

On the other hand, the convention diverted much attention from the local races until September, and Dalton’s Campaign Manager, Caroline Valand, argued that it made fundraising more difficult, since many important in-state donors had been giving a lot to the Convention:

Valand believes that most Democratic Charlotte donors have already given to the convention, and this was personal money. According to her, it’s a nightmare for fundraising. Field notes, August 7, 2012.

Schorr Johnson, evaluating the pros and cons of the convention, concluded that:

“The Democratic National Convention was really so much more of a curse than a blessing to us. It sucked away a lot of the money in North Carolina, sucked away a lot of the organization and people were all tapped out. It was a show that just didn’t particularly help us, and it also didn’t carry North Carolina for Obama.” Schorr Johnson interview.
Discussion

The close examination of the Dalton campaign’s relationship to the Democratic Party, in its various facets, shows that this was never one dimensional or uncomplicated. As could be expected of a network with diverse actors whose objectives do not always coincide, the candidate-party relationship varied so widely in its shapes and effects that the party’s role can be described as a mixture of supportive and damaging concurrently. This observation shows that the interaction between candidates and parties, and the roles that the modern political party plays in American electoral races, is more nuanced than Aldrich (1995) considers in his argument that the party is in service to its candidates.

The fact is that the various actors in the party coalition did provide the Dalton campaign with resources, both infrastructural and financial. Without the party structure to receive contributions, for instance, Dalton could not even have run his campaign. Without OFA’s support on the ground, Dalton would have had no field operation. And, without the DGA’s financial support Dalton would have had even less advertising, and much lower name recognition among the electorate. It is possible to say, more generally, that without the Democratic Party, its structure, and the resources it provided, Walter Dalton would have had no chance to win the gubernatorial election.

However, it is also undeniable that actors in the party seriously hindered Dalton’s campaign. Beginning with the last-minute primary and the subsequently short time he was afforded to organize and fundraise for his campaign, Dalton began with a disadvantage. Furthermore, the fact that the incumbent governor, his party-mate, had such low approval ratings made it so that those informational cues that party affiliation provided to the electorate were not helpful to Dalton’s campaign. Finally, the services and resources that the
party provided to Dalton were, more often than not, overshadowed by those it did not provide.

Fellow Democratic office-seekers’ campaigns, such as OFA, may have been cooperative to a certain point, but as soon as the association with Dalton became a liability to them, their final goal became clear: it was not to help elect fellow Democrats, it was to re-elect President Barack Obama. As for the DGA’s involvement, their removal from the race was de facto the final blow to the Dalton campaign. After losing their financial support, the Dalton campaign was not able to acquire paid media and have a TV presence comparable to McCrory’s, and depended mostly on earned media to drive the campaign. Dalton’s staffers argued that it was this scenario that led the candidate’s name recognition to remain low throughout the election cycle, and led to the McCrory campaign defining Dalton before he could define himself. In addition to this, the NCDP’s reputation troubles and Dalton’s inevitable association with the party of which he was a member also compromised the crafting of Dalton’s identity, and made polluting McCrory’s identity more challenging.

This intricate party-candidate relationship is revealing and provides enough empirical evidence to enable a critique of Aldrich’s (1995) idea of the party in service, especially as it relates to the author’s conception of the role of the party in the nomination process and its role in mobilizing both the electorate and the resources needed to enable the political elites to capture office. In the 2012 gubernatorial election in North Carolina, the problems began in the nomination process itself. Furthermore, Aldrich argues that candidates face informational and mobilizational collective action challenges when running for office. In this case, Dalton’s connection to the local party and its bad reputation, as well as his predecessor’s low approval ratings, created an environment in which the informational cues that voters received from
associating Dalton with his party complicated the campaign’s crafting of Dalton’s identity, and facilitated his opponent’s task of polluting his image. Dalton’s informational problem was not solved by his association with the Democratic Party, rather it was worsened by this connection. As for the party’s function in mobilizing both the electorate and the resources needed by these office-seekers, Dalton’s case is filled with examples of how the Democratic Party was unable or unwilling at times to provide the resources needed by the campaign.

This is not to say that the Democratic Party did not provide any resources to the Dalton campaign, or that it did not strive to assist the candidate in winning the election. The argument that follows this analysis is that, while Aldrich’s (1995) conception of the party-in-service to its candidates is still relevant, once the party does, through its structure and its network of actors, supply an essential service to candidates, this connection is more nuanced than the author proposes. One must consider, for instance, the hierarchy that political elites assume inside parties, as seen in the Dalton case in the DGA’s selective support of candidates and the consultants’ prioritizing of clients. One must consider how these informational cues can be damaging to candidates’ identity, and what resources parties are unable to provide in contemporary contests. While it is true that Dalton could not have won the 2012 gubernatorial election without the assistance of the Democratic Party, it is also true that his very association to this party hindered his campaign significantly at certain points.

**Conclusion and Limitations**

My ethnographic study of the Walter Dalton campaign adds to an existing body of literature that discusses the role and significance of American political parties. While most of these works look at the party’s function, I study the interaction between the party and an
individual candidate’s campaign. Building mainly on Aldrich’s notion of “the party in service,” I bring empirical data from the Dalton campaign to analyze whether the party, in fact, provides the resources needed to help a candidate capture office.

Though not as common as other methods of investigation, there is an existing body of literature that uses qualitative methods, such as ethnographic fieldwork, to study political communication. There are, however, a few limitations associated with ethnographic fieldwork. Firstly, it makes for a very particular view, and it is undeniably trickier to draw generalizations from a single case. Methods such as surveys or content analysis provide a more distributional view, allowing generalizable conclusions more easily, though much more reductively. Ethnographic observations, in turn, are very focused on the particular site chosen, and this particularity forces the researcher to put much thought into the process of seeing the complexities involved in these day-to-day observations and then connect them with wider social processes. It is this connection of the empirical (the cases and sites observed) and the analytical implications that has to be negotiated carefully in ethnographic research. As a researcher, I draw the larger conclusions while respecting the research site’s limitations and keeping these inferences in context.

Furthermore, ethnographic fieldwork, in particular, is restrained by practical issues like geography and time. I made choices when and where to make these observations, and this process is inevitably tied to a certain loss. If one choses to be in the campaign’s headquarters one day, for instance, instead of a press conference, there is a gain and a loss there, and my data reflects these choices.

As mentioned previously, my research observation site was limited, both in political orientation (I observed the Democratic candidate for governor) and in range (my site was a
gubernatorial campaign in North Carolina). Furthermore, had I also studied the McCrory campaign and how it interacted with the Republican Party, I might have had a somewhat different or more nuanced understanding of this relationship. This specificity, in conjunction with the wide range of variance that can be observed in the American political context, makes it imperative to keep in mind the boundaries of this case when generalizing these conclusions.

The fact that this is a particular case study, however, does not impede me from logically drawing larger theoretical implications that can contribute to scholarly knowledge on the subject of party-candidate relations and its implications for political communication. The relationship between the Dalton campaign and the Democratic Party reveals the complexities of candidate-party relationships that theoretically should be analogous to those faced by other candidates, even those of other parties. Dealing with a party predecessor that suffers from low approval ratings, for instance, is a difficulty that many candidates are faced with. Of course the exact circumstances in which Dalton campaign found itself may be unique, but it serves to illustrate how candidates negotiate their relationship with parties and how they can impact communications capacities and strategies.

Finally, it is important to consider that a series of factors beyond what could be observed from within the Dalton campaign had relevance in this campaign. Dalton himself, for instance, was not a candidate that generated much excitement, he came to the election with several disadvantages, and McCrory had been preparing his campaign since he lost the gubernatorial bid four years earlier. Beyond this, the manner in which the Republican opponent organized and carried out his strategies, and the merits of this campaign should not
be disregarded. The relationship between the Dalton campaign and the Democratic Party, while relevant to, was not the only feature decisive for the outcome of the election.
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